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Scenes From The House Dream, phase 2: 65, Footers; edition 2 of 2, 2003. 3-channel video installation
with miniature model, glass, TV projector, 2 TVs, audio, tables, false wall.

Scenes From The House Dream: phase 2
April 2nd – May 8th

David Hoffos’ new exhibition at TrépanierBaer gallery explores the suburban
ethos of the House Dream by transforming the gallery into a neo-baroque
“House of Wonder”.

One year after showcasing the premier exhibition of David Hoffos’“Scenes From The
House Dream”, the TrépanierBaer gallery is pleased to present “Scenes From The House
Dream: phase 2”: an exhibition of three new scenes from the artist’s evolving multi-
year project. In this second phase of his multichannel video installation Hoffos
continues to explore the relationship between the paranormal, utopian ideals, and
everyday reality. Through the use of turn of the century optical techniques and
miniature models, Hoffos transforms the gallery into a chamber of artifice wherein
viewers are invited to wander through the exposed apparatus of cinematic illusion,
and peer into a series of animated cosmoramas housed within a virtual “dream house”.

Fascinated with film genres and nineteenth century optical devices, David Hoffos’
latest project traces film to its origins. Playing upon the visionary realm scenified in
the baroque Wunderkammern, or “wonder chamber”popularized in the Victorian era,
Hoffos’ installation materializes the memory of reminiscence by imaging
contemporary urban scenes. His visual sleight of hand is as varied as the numerous
scenes to be released during the course of “The House Dream’s” projected four-year
evolution. His repertoire of illusionary devices – from miniature scenes, mirrored
boxes, phantom figure illusions, ghost video glass effects, cineramas, homemade
video projectors, to enigmatic sound effects – are as much a subject of his work as
the illusionary realms he conjures.

Hoffos’ chamber of wonders portrays ordinary urban vistas beset by simulated
phenomenon and paranormal occurrences; fireworks explode, ghosts haunt, and
Zeppelin’s hover over otherwise sleepy suburbs populated by holographic
projections emanating from strategically placed monitors. The dreamy sounds
merging within Hoffos’ nocturnal house of wonder heighten its other worldly
qualities. Illuminated by the flickering light of cinematic projection, Hoffos’ “Scenes
From The House Dream” presents ordinary suburban life as an extraordinary space
for public dreaming.

David Hoffos was born in Montréal in 1966 and lives and works in Lethbridge,
Alberta, Canada. He received his BFA with Great Distinction from the University of
Lethbridge in1994, and has maintained an active exhibition career since 1991. His
film, video, and installation works have been included in solo and group exhibitions
in Canada, Spain, Portugal, Switzerland and the United States. “Scenes From The
House Dream”, was first exhibited at TrépanierBaer in the spring of 2003, and was
recently featured in an ambitious contemporary art exhibition at the Art Gallery of
Greater Victoria entitled “Silver: dreams, screens and theories”. Curated by Lisa
Baldissera, this exhibition explores the cinematic experience in contemporary art
practice through the works of 14 artists, such as Janet Cardiff, Atom Egoyan, Matthew
Barney, and David Hoffos. David Hoffos’ video work was recently included in The
Magnetic North: Canadian Experimental Video at the Walker Art Centre in
Minneapolis, and the 48th Oberhausen Short Film Festival in Oberhausen, Germany.
David Hoffos is the recipient of several Canada Council Project Grants, an Alberta
Foundation for the Arts Grant, a Banff Centre Studio Residency Award, and was
recently awarded the distinguished Sobey Art Award (second prize), 2002.

For more information please contact Yves Trépanier or Kevin Baer at
(403) 244-2066, or email info@tbg1.com
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